Introduction
Prediction and modeling of noise sources associated with a landing gear, in particular the main gear, is one of the more challenging tasks facing today's airframe noise modelers. To understand the noise generation mechanisms requires an in-depth knowledge of the local, unsteady flow field. Given the * Aerospace Technologist, Computational AeroSciences Branch, Associate Fellow AIAA ** Aerospace Technologist, Computational AeroSciences Branch, Senior member AIAA *** Aerospace Technologist, Flow Physics and Control Branch geometric complexity of a main landing gear, sufficiently resolving the highly interactive and nonlinear time-dependent flow regime for physics-based noise modeling is a daunting task. A more prudent approach is to break down the main gear geometry into simpler subcomponents that allow a more detailed study of the flow field. A canonical configuration that models a variety of component level interactions is that of multiple cylinders in a tandem arrangement. The present effort is directed at the case of two identical cylinders spatially separated in the streamwise direction (Fig.1) .
Tandem cylinder flow field has received considerable attention in that past with regard to such diverse areas as heat exchanger fins, chimney stacks, and off-shore oil platforms, to name a few.
However, the majority of the past studies were restricted to the low Reynolds (Re) number flow regime that is dominated by laminar flow separation and periodic vortex shedding. Detailed review of the previous investigations and an overview of the global features of the tandem cylinder flow are provided in references 1-3 and therefore, will not be repeated here. It suffices to point out that, according to references 1-3, three distinct flow regimes are dominant. They correspond to short, intermediate, and large separation distances between the cylinders' centerlines. In the case of short separations, the two cylinders behave as a single bluff body with vortex shedding occurring at the rear cylinder only. For large separation distances, the flow field approaches that of isolated single cylinders. At intermediate separation distances, the flow regime is "critical", whereby, it can switch between bi-stable flow states representing short and large separation distances. Measurements of various flow quantities, highlighting different aspects of the tandem cylinder flow field, are reported in references [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Numerical simulations at fairly low Reynolds numbers are considered in references 16-18. Despite their usefulness, the earlier studies lack detailed on-surface and off-surface measurements that are needed for fully characterizing the turbulent fluctuating field and benchmarking the computations.
The present computational work is part of a larger multi prong study, comprising of both experiments and computations that is aimed at characterizing the complex interactive flow field around tandem cylinders at a relatively high Reynolds number. The experiments were conducted in several phases in the Basic Aerodynamic Research Tunnel (BART) at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC). Phase 1 of the experiment, discussed by Jenkins et al. 19 , was targeted at providing steady surface pressures and detailed off-surface measurements of the flow field using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). In addition, hot-wire measurements in the wake of the rear cylinder were also conducted. Phase 2 of the experiment mainly focused on collecting steady and unsteady surface pressure data. A detailed account of phase 2 measurements is provided by Jenkins et al. 20 .
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Phase 1 experiments were conducted at a Reynolds number of Re = 1.66×10 5 based on the cylinder diameter and the maximum tunnel speed of M = 0.166. Phase 2 experiments employed larger cylinders to allow more instrumentation on the cylinders. To maintain the Reynolds number, the flow speed was decreased to M = 0.129. To ensure a fully turbulent shedding process, the boundary layers on the front cylinder were tripped between azimuthal locations of 50 and 60 degrees from the leading stagnation point.
The measured surface pressure distribution for the large separation case was nearly identical to that measured by previous investigators for a single, isolated cylinder at a Reynolds number greater than 8 million.
Exploratory noise measurements, documenting radiated sound field for various cylinder arrangements, were performed by Hutcheson and Brooks 21 in the Quiet Flow Facility at LaRC. This initial noise data will be supplemented by more extensive acoustic measurements (focused only on tandem orientation) in the near future.
The parallel computational effort was also executed in multiple stages. Our initial study, discussed by Khorrami et al. 22 , was restricted to two-dimensional (2-D) fully turbulent simulations using standard 
Computational Approach
The overall computational procedure is similar to our earlier 2-D simulations described in KCLJM.
Only the pertinent issues relevant to the current 3-D simulations are presented.
Flow Solver
As in our earlier effort, the CFL3D flow solver is used to compute the flow field. Briefly, the CFL3D code is a finite-volume flow solver based on the compressible form of 3-D, time-dependent, thinlayer Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. Provisions for solving the full N-S equations have been added to the code recently. However, preliminary results (for the present configuration) based on the full N-S equations revealed 20% to 30% increase in the computational cost relative to the thin layer approximation, without any noticeable improvement in the computed solution. Therefore, all the simulated results presented in this paper are based on the thin-layer N-S approximation.
All current computations are performed using the second-order-accurate time discretization and the "dual time-stepping" τ-TS method. 25 Seventeen to thirty subiterations, in conjunction with 2-or 3-level V-type multi-grid cycles, are employed to achieve two orders of magnitude drop in residuals during each time step. given the previous success of our zonal approach 26 , the flow field is assumed to be quasi-laminar, except for a narrow strip surrounding the cylinder surfaces. In this approach, the flow interior to the strip is treated as fully turbulent using the SST turbulence model. Outside of this strip, the production term associated with the turbulence model is switched off. In figure 2 the extent of the fully turbulent flow zone surrounding each cylinder is highlighted with the purple color grid. The radial extent of the strip is not constant due to the slight azimuthal non-uniformity of the grid stretching. The minimum and maximum thicknesses of the strip are on the order of 0.01D and 0.04D respectively. Presently, we do not have a rule of thumb on how to arrive at an optimal width for the turbulent zone. The current width was selected based on our past experiences with similar issues involving high-lift flow computations and a 5 desire to keep the pre-separated boundary layers on the cylinders immersed within the fully turbulent zone.
Simulated Configurations and Corresponding Grids
The simulated tandem cylinder configuration is comprised of two cylinders of equal diameter (D) aligned along the streamwise direction. The geometry under consideration and the computational coordinate axes (fixed to the leading edge of the front cylinder) are shown in Fig. 1 During the course of the current study, the adequacy of the selected three-diameter span became questionable. To test the effect of a larger span on the time-dependent flow field, a new grid with Lz = 6 (i.e., twice the original span) was generated for L/D = 3.7 separation. The new grid was constructed using the medium x-y planar mesh but maintaining our fine resolution along the span, resulting in 193 spanwise points for a total grid count of 20 million. The L/D = 3.7 case has been the primary focus of attention during the analysis of the simulation database. As will be seen in the following sections, the flow field at this L/D is post-critical, i.e., the tandem cylinders behave as independent bluff bodies with a robust vortex shedding process established in the wake of each cylinder. For L/D =1.435, unlike the fully turbulent URANS computations of KCLJM, the current quasi-laminar zonal simulations produce and maintain a fully unsteady flow field. However, the 1.435 arrangement turns out to be a more difficult case to simulate. This is mainly due to the extreme sensitivity of the flow to the inflow angularity and the resulting low frequency flow dynamics within the gap region. Determining an appropriate value of the inflow AoA to match with the experiment has proven 7 difficult. The results indicate that an AoA of less than 1 degree might have been more appropriate to match the combined on-and off-surface flow fields measured in the experiment.
Mean and Fluctuating Surface Pressure Fields
The surface pressure distributions, Cp, for the L/D = 3.7 separation are shown in Fig. 4 . For the sake of completeness, the fully turbulent, 2-D, URANS results of KCLJM are also included. Recall from Fig. 1 that the azimuthal angle θ is zero in the upstream direction and increases in the clockwise direction.
On the front cylinder, the current simulations capture the relevant trends and produce Cp values that are close to the measured ones (Fig. 4a) . The 3-D fine grid and the large span solutions slightly under-predict the peak suction and its distance from the front stagnation, but properly capture the boundary layer separation locations. The larger-span result shows a modestly better pressure recovery at the base of the cylinder. On the rear cylinder (Fig. 4b) , the front stagnation pressures are correctly captured. Similar to the front cylinder, however, the peak suction and its location are substantially under-predicted. The CFD results show an earlier boundary layer separation which indicates that a wider wake is being computed.
Notice that neither the finer grid nor the doubling of the span improved the rear cylinder pressure distribution suggesting the turbulence model to be the primary factor. In agreement with previous measurements [11] [12] , the rear cylinder displays much higher rms pressure amplitudes relative to the front cylinder. On the rear cylinder, the peaks occur at θ = 40 and 320 degrees, corresponding to the locations where the shed vortices from the upstream cylinder impact the surface of the downstream one. The secondary peaks at θ = 95 and 265 degrees are associated with the boundary layer separation on the rear cylinder. Except for the peak magnitude, the larger span solution tends to provide a better agreement with the measurements. Surprisingly, the best agreement at the base of the rear cylinder is provided by the 2-D URANS solution.
The surface pressure spectra at θ = 135 degrees are plotted versus Strouhal (St) frequency in Fig. 6 for L/D = 3.7. As expected, the measured spectra show a prominent tonal behavior, reinforcing the notion that each cylinder acts as an independent body. The essence and character of the pressure spectra are reasonably well predicted across the entire frequency range. Generally speaking, the fine grid solution considerably, and, in the case of the rear cylinder (Fig. 10b) , produces a spectrum shape that closely follows the measured profile.
The spanwise correlation, based on surface pressure fluctuations at θ = 135 degrees, are plotted in Fig. 11 . Both the measurements and fine grid simulation reveal a much smaller correlation length scale than that observed for the L/D = 3.7 arrangement. The better resolved computation over-predicts the initial correlation decay for the front cylinder and under-predicts it for the rear one. Nevertheless, the computed result is not far off the mark and viewed to be reasonable. Despite the rapid decay of the lateral correlations shown in Fig. 11 , the issue of performing the simulation with a larger spanwise domain needs to be revisited in the future.
Off-Surface Flow Field: Qualitative Comparison
In this section an overall view of the tandem cylinder flow field is provided by comparing the simulated results with the PIV measurements of Jenkins et al. 19 . For L/D = 3.7, the predicted velocity field from the three grids considered is in remarkably close agreement with the experimental data. For this cylinder separation, a general observed trend is that the PIV measurements typically fall in between the results obtained from the fine grid solution and those extracted from the larger span simulation.
Therefore, due to the limited available space, we restrict our presentation of the post-processed results to the larger span solution for L/D = 3.7 case and the fine grid solution for the 1.435 separation. The computed mean spanwise vorticity field (Fig. 14e) shows relatively good agreement with the measured field except for a region of excess positive vorticity on the lower front surface (between θ = 290 and 0 degrees) of the rear cylinder. Scrutiny of the instantaneous flow field revealed that at the reattachment point, the shear layer vortices (produced by the amplifying Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities)
mostly take an upward path through the gap that is adjacent to the rear cylinder surface rather than moving in the streamwise direction. The path alteration is caused by the forward movement of the bottom reattachment point due to the enforced flow angularity. The planar TKE, in the wake of the rear cylinder, is plotted in Fig. 14g . Note the predicted energy levels are much higher than the corresponding measurement. In addition, the figure shows a significant asymmetry in the computed TKE field that is not supported by the PIV data. (Fig. 17a) . However, this solution provides near perfect agreement for the centerline TKE distribution (Fig. 17b) . The fine grid simulation slightly under-predicts the roll-up location and produces a more energetic near-wake fluctuating field. Obviously, it would be quite informative to repeat the wider span simulation using the finer x-y planar grid. The mean streamwise velocity and TKE distribution along the centerline downstream of the rear cylinder are displayed in Fig.   18 . The computed mean velocity profiles (Fig. 18a) fall within a narrow band of each other and all three of them predict a longer recirculation zone and a larger wake deficit. Both of these wake attributes can be Figs. 16c and 18b ). The combination of these two effects explains the lack of a visible shedding footprint in the surface pressure spectrum shown in Fig. 10b . While the fine grid solution captures the prominent features of the TKE field, it consistently over-predicts the levels.
Reiterating our earlier comments, we think performing the computation for the L/D = 1.435 arrangement with a smaller AoA may partially alleviate some of the observed differences with the measurements.
Instantaneous Flow Field
Instantaneous iso-surfaces of vorticity for L/D = 3.7 are presented in Fig. 21 . The figure shows that soon after separating from the front cylinder, the shear layer amplifies the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities which manifest themselves as spanwise rollers (Fig. 21a) . Due to onset of secondary instabilities, rapid breakdown of the spanwise rollers ensues resulting in 3-D vorticity lumps and partial realignment of the vorticity field into streamwise vortices (Fig. 21b) . Surprisingly, at this L/D, only a minute fraction of the spanwise vorticity is converted into the vertical component. A sample snapshot of the simulated vorticity field at a constant z plane is shown in Fig. 22 . The plot which closely mimics the PIV snapshot, shows the roll-up process as an amalgamation of the smaller size rollers into a large structure that resembles a typical shed vortex.
The corresponding iso-surface of vorticity fields for L/D = 1.435 are shown in Fig. 23 . For this gap distance, the 3-D breakdown of the spanwise rollers is underway when the shear layer impacts and reattaches to the rear cylinder (Fig. 23a) . In contrast to the flow field for L/D = 3.7, a significant portion of the initial vorticity field is converted into the vertical vorticity component (Fig. 23b) .
Conclusion
Simulations of tandem cylinders have highlighted the sensitivity of the results to the grid resolution and turbulence model. Detailed comparisons with experimental data has shown that important flow features for noise source modeling can be missed unless extreme care is taken to capture all of the 13 relevant flow phenomena. Simple comparisons of the surface pressure distribution and lift spectra are important but insufficient to assess the overall adequacy of the solution. The extensive experimental results used in this work allowed us to identify several deficiencies in our calculations. Our zonal turbulence model approach is a clear improvement over standard URANS, but the ad-hoc nature of the extent of the RANS zone is one of several deficiencies that need to be improved. For larger cylinder separation distances, the flow is correlated over a relatively large portion of the span requiring the simulations to be much larger than was originally anticipated. Doubling the length of the span clearly improved the solution for L/D=3.7, but further study is needed for the L/D=1.435 case. Furthermore, the solutions for both separation distances showed significant sensitivity to the grid even though the grid count on our medium grid is excessive by most standards. Further evaluation of the grid sensitivity is desired, but the calculations are becoming prohibitively expensive. Considering that we are only computing the solution over a pair of cylinders, the challenge of accurately simulating the solution over a full landing gear is evident. Nonetheless, our comparisons with experiment have been very encouraging.
Good agreement has been obtained, especially for the larger separation distance. As noise source modeling is our ultimate goal, further validation of our computations using comparisons of the radiated noise are planned in subsequent work. 
